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a more environmentally friendly approach to computing

green data centers

by Hani M. Sulaiman

The demand for more computing services across communities and enterprises
continues to rise in parallel with the continuous growth and expansion of data
and information. This, in turn, has led to
exponential growth of cloud and storage
services, and that has led to a significant
increase in power consumption to meet
all these demands.
The resulting environmental impact
and increased pressure on energy sources due to inefficiency is a significant
problem in today’s IT environment.
The Computer Operations Department
(COD) has long kept an eye toward employing green strategies in operating its
corporate IT computing data centers, remaining alert to the carbon footprint of
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their managed services and hosted facilities, as well as the operational efficiency
of Aramco’s businesses.

what COD does to achieve
a green data center
A green data center is defined as a
server facility designed with energy efficiency and low environmental impact
in mind, i.e., one whose operations produce only minimal emissions of carbon
even when running around the clock.
How is this achieved? First, obsolete
servers, storage appliances, and network
devices should be replaced with newer,
more capable and efficient ones in terms
of power consumption. COD has always
granted the highest priorities to such
projects when it comes to upgrading and
optimizing data center facilities.

Conducting a periodic baseline audit
for energy efficiency is another practice
to assist in improved efficiency in running
devices. This will provide an excellent
overview of future capacity planning.
Meanwhile, riding on cloud services
is considered to be a milestone toward
achieving the green environment initiative, as it enables running multiple applications that are used to run in 12 servers
on top of one server. This reduces the
number of running facilities and allocated space for devices, resulting in a major
reduction in cost, and wise usage of energy deriving utilities.
Cooling optimization is another main
factor behind draining power sources
in data centers, and it has always been
challenging to find alternative cooling
sources that contribute to more efficient

data center operational cost, as it significantly impacts power use.

an endless pursuit
of improvement
Researchers, analysts, and specialists
consistently pursue advancements for
more efficient and cost-effective cooling
solutions, and the IT industry has always
looked into ways to green up data centers. It has done this over the past few
decades by adopting more energy efficient equipment, thereby reducing adverse environmental factors.
But more importantly, organizations
that embrace “greening up” data centers are able to create less expensive infrastructure, as well as wiser energy consumption methods, creating a greener
environment for everyone.

Ready to start? If you haven’t begun,
you’re already late!
It looks weird but it is fact; think about
something you intended to do today, but
you didn’t. Why not? The answer will
help you while reading this article.

working on their goals. So, there is no excuse for any of us not to start. Start now
with a small step, and you will get used
to it in time.

And remember, you will not notice the
importance of starting now until you realize others are accomplishing their dreams
just because they started.

Whatever the answer you have, to me
the optimum answer is start it now. This
can be applicable for too many aspects of
our life such as self-development, meeting family or friends, accomplish work
goals, continue your education, stop bad
habits, and start a good one, etc.

This is not to encourage you to begin working without a plan, as planning is the first step in the journey.
Working without a plan is planning to
fail. Planning is a crucial part for any
success.

Start now, as there is nothing to lose at
the beginning of a journey. But you will
surely lose if you don’t start at all, and
the loss will become larger the more that
time passes.

If you are still waiting for the right moment to start, trust me, that moment
will never come — unless that moment
is now. By your self-encouragement and
high commitment, you can make that
moment happen. You are the only person
who is responsible to make that real.
While reading this article, there are a
lot of people around the globe who are

And you may face some difficulties and
challenges. You may need others’ help,
or struggle because of lack of information. But it’s OK as long as you are on the
right path from the start.

Think about one of the starts that can
change your life positively just because
you started. Remind yourself every time.
Write your goals in the most obvious part
in your home, office, car, phone, or wherever.

There is no guarantee that everything
will go smoothly or as you expect. But at
least by getting started, you will not feel
the pangs of regret for not doing anything.

To me, it was just a start to write this
article, and I hope it will open the path
for me to continue and expand to other good starts. I send a wish to all for a
good start.
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Groundbreaking research earns
company global recognition and awards
Dhahran — When you are in the
l e a d e r s h i p g a m e , re s t i n g o n y o u r
laurels is not an option. Such is the
case for Aramco’s Upstream research
arm, the EXPEC Advanced Research
Center (EXPEC ARC), which keeps
marching forward even during these
unprecedented times.
On October 15, 2020, Aramco was
recognized at the World Oil Awards
Ceremony, held virtually with more
than 900 attendees, tripling the typical number. Two awards were received under the categories of Best
Water Management Technology and
Best Exploration Technology for the
groundbreaking research to develop a Low Carbon Footprint and Zero
Liquid Discharge, and the Surface
Consistent Full Waveform Inversion
Technologies, respectively. A worthwhile note is made of the fact that
Saudi Aramco is the only major oil
and gas operating company among
the winners.
At this event, Aramco received 13
nominations, of which 11 were for
EXPEC ARC and its affiliated research
centers around the globe, propelling
the company’s numbers to the highest in its history at this event. One
nomination came from the Houston
Research Center, and another one
from the Moscow Research Center.
EXPEC ARC nominees spans 10 different categories ranging from an
individual level such as the impressive “Innovative Thinker Award” cat-

egory, to new innovative ideas as in
the “New Horizons Idea Award” category, all the way to the impact of
the technology as in the “Best Well
Intervention Award” and “Best Water Management Technology Award”
categories. An additional noteworthy nomination is in the “Best Outreach Program Award” received by
the youngest member of EXPEC ARC
Global Research Centers, namely, the
Moscow Research Center, which is
just 1 year old.
The company looks at these awards
as one of the means that encourage
E X P E C A R C re s e a rc h e r s t o p ro p e l
forward creating technologies that
address field challenges and contribute to the bottom-line. As with every
endeavor, people are the main as set that help the organization reach
higher and higher. “It is our people that have shown the world the
true character of our company, even

It is our people that
have shown the world
the true character of
our company, even
during the most
difficult times.
— Nasir K. Al Naimi

during the most difficult times,” said
Nasir K. Al Naimi, acting Business
Line Head, Upstream.
The company is excited to see that
its investment in Upstream R&D is already paying dividends in the form
of recognitions from industry peers.
AbdulHameed A. Al-Rushaid, acting vice president of Petroleum Engineering and Development (PE&D),
s a i d , “ C o n t r i b u t i o n s f ro m R & D t o
our Upstream operations is a critical
element of PE&D’s strategy of value
creation. The practical benefits we
reap from our investment in R&D is
evidence that we are on the right
path to maintain our Upstream leadership position.”
It is not merely the number of the
nominations or the multiplicity in
some of the categories that is pronouncedly impressive; it is also the
breadth of coverage of these award
nominations. Saudi Aramco’s EXPEC
ARC is nominated in categories that
span the major domains of the entire Upstream value chain. “Saudi
Aramco’s leadership position is being
affirmed solidly every day. This is a
loud statement on both the caliber
of our people and the support of the
company,” said Ashraf M. Al-Tahini,
manager of EXPEC ARC.
EXPEC ARC finds itself excited and
humbled by the growing number of
such international recognitions from
the esteemed World Oil Awards or-

ganization. This is a good place to be
as it provides us with assurance that
w e a re o n t h e r i g h t p a t h a n d t h e
motivation to proceed forward. The
awards and nominations in multiple
c a t e g o r i e s o f t h e 2 0 2 0 Wo r l d O i l
Awards reflect the ongoing dynamic
march toward creating new technologies. The Upstream R&D community
is abuzz about these recognitions.
For decades, companies operating
in the energy industry domains have
competed to win one of the reputable World Oil Awards. These awards
are coveted because they recognize
leaders in the energy sector for innovation and highlight major changes
introduced by the honored innovators. W inners of these awards are
typically viewed to have contributed
changes that have a lasting impact
on the industry.
One significant aspect of this remarkable recognition is that it
proves that Saudi Aramco has moved
from being a technology consumer
to a major technology creator. Collectively, Saudi Aramco came ahead
of all other companies and technology providers nominated for this
event. In fact, Saudi Aramco’s nominees account for 16% of all selected
awardees.
These nominations and awards reflect Saudi Aramco’s commitment to
research and development ensuring
f u t u re g e n e r a t i o n s t h e e c o n o m i c
benefits of a sustainable energy supply. It also highlights the prominence
of Saudi Aramco’s Upstream R&D as
recognized by the industry.

A rendering of the new EXPEC ARC building.
EXPEC ARC technologies shone at the World
Oil Awards where Aramco won two awards.
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AI and energy: taking data further, faster
Delft, The Netherlands — Keen to engage
and collaborate, Aramco specialists from
the Delft Global Research Center (GRC) in
the Netherlands spent part of this summer
focusing on upstream technologies, joining
online discussions on the growing role of
artificial intelligence (AI).
In 2019, AI’s value to the industry was $2
billion, and it is expected to surpass $3.8
billion by 2025 (a pre-pandemic estimation). European Association of Geoscientists
and Engineers (EAGE) Netherlands chapter
president Diego Rovetta, an upstream specialist at Aramco’s GRC, highlighted the
crucial opportunities available to the energy
industry through AI.
Alongside smart software, cloud, and supercomputing, AI can take data interpretation to a new level. “AI is a big term that
can mean many things, including making
machines smarter,” said Paul Zwartjes, a
senior research geophysicist at GRC and a
recognized expert in his field. “Advanced
algorithms allow for fast track solutions,
reducing delivery times in seismic data processing, and subsurface imaging.
“However, this does not mean we can
predict drill locations using only data and
AI — that would be hasty, though it can
help with part of the problems,” he added.
And with AI, turnaround times could
go from six to 12 months down to one to
three months, with integration to existing
workflows helping improve data processing, velocity model building, and imaging.
Zwartjes offered case studies that showed
AI outperforming regular tools, in terms
of not only efficiency, but also effectiveness.
Indeed, the prospect of greater speed
and lower processing costs makes the ap-

As part of its
continuing drive to be
at the cutting-edge in
the oil and gas
industry, Aramco’s
experts work hard to
remain at the fore of
Fourth Industrial
Revolution
technologies such as
artificial intelligence,
taking the lead at
international forums
among global experts.
plication of AI valuable to upstream operators, through faster and cheaper ways to
determine if oil at the bottom of a well is
feasible to drill.
Temperature profile, hole size and shape,
rock density, porosity and formation, and
fluid resistance are some of the attributes
that can be analyzed more quickly and accurately by algorithms than by humans.

collaboration
The AI webinar saw interaction from

several chapters of the host organization
EAGE, including the Netherlands, London,
Oslo, Paris, and Aberdeen. Some student
chapters were also in attendance.
“This initiative is great in strengthening further the name of the Aramco Delft
Global Research Center in the geophysical community,” said Roald van Borselen,
GRC chief representative. “The talk clearly
demonstrated the leadership position of Aramco in adopting AI in novel seismic data
processing applications.”
Through GRC, Aramco looks to collaborate with various institutions to conduct

research and develop geophysical technologies, to help solve the sector’s greatest
challenges and GRC’s primary goal of developing breakthrough technology in AI for
Aramco’s in-Kingdom operations.
Also sharing his thoughts was Norbert
Dolle, co-founder of White Space Energy, a company exploring the use of AI in
complex decision making. Dolle, formerly
of Shell, underlined how the energy industry relies on successfully making difficult
choices across the value chain comprised
of multiple options, risk, as well as competing drivers like safety and time constraints.

environmental journey drives marine operations
Dhahran — Aramco is pursuing an environmental protection initiative by obtaining a class “Environmental Notation” on
its fleet of vessels and jackup barges from
the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS).

A new environmental
protection initiative
being pursued by Aramco
will establish more
stringent requirements of
environmental
protection, demanding
strong procedures and an
environmentally focused
design and operation
through processes and
systems regarding ballast
water and sewage
management, hull
anti-fouling applications,
airborne pollutant
discharges, fuel oil, and
the use of refrigerants on
the company’s fleet of
vessels and jackup
barges.

Abdullah O. Tewairqi, Marine Department manager, noted that the voluntary
standard establishes a more stringent requirement for higher standards of environmental protection, demanding strong procedures and an environmentally focused
design and operation through “management processes and support systems for
ballast water and sewage management,
hull anti-fouling applications, airborne pollutant discharges, fuel oil, and the use of
refrigerants.”

benefits of the notation
The benefits of the designation are based
on a systematic approach to the control
and monitoring of potential marine pollutants, the outcome being a significantly
enhanced environmental protection system.
“Delivered in a consistent manner and
reviewed regularly, it will drive environmental performance improvements year
on year,” said Tewairqi. “To maximize the
benefits of the notation, we are conducting an awareness campaign for all ships’
crews on the notation while emphasizing

the need to maintain and regularly update
the associated documentation on board.”
To achieve this notation, the Marine Port
Engineering Unit (MPEU) worked hard
with each vessel and jackup barge. MPEU
supervisor Mohammed Ghamdi, who
championed the development of the management plans covering environmental
aspects of operations, noted that each of
the plans will be reviewed and approved

by ABS prior to the award, and that port
engineers attending to the vessels will be
accompanied by an ABS surveyor. The two
groups worked together to ensure that the
ABS Environmental Protection Notation requirements are met and that compliance is
achieved across the board.
“This award illustrates the Marine Department’s willingness to go well beyond
simple compliance as part of our ongoing

commitment to maritime excellence overall, and environmental protection in particular,” said Tewairqi.
Tewairqi concluded, “The Marine Department is proud to receive the ABS Environmental Protection Notation for our vessels and jackup barges. This international
accreditation confirms and consolidates
our reputation as a market leader in the
field of Marine Environmental Protection.”
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Aramco employs Kingdom’s first case of ‘green concrete’
The drive to reduce, reuse, and recycle
can be found throughout our operations,
including project management.

Saudi Aramco’s Engineering and Project
Management has been developing and
promoting various technologies, leading
the construction industry in-Kingdom toward more sustainability and efficient use
of natural resources.

In line with Aramco’s directive toward
promoting a circular economy, improving
sustainability, and lowering our carbon
footprint, its project management work
at King Salman Energy Park (SPARK) has
implemented a phased deployment of a
newly developed concrete called “Podzolic
green concrete.” It’s the first time in the
Kingdom that local recycled material has
been employed as a partial replacement to
cement.

Concrete, which comes second to water
as the most consumable material on Earth,
has been under the focus of the company’s
civil engineering experts and researchers
and has received various initiatives toward
these objectives. The novel use of recycled
or waste materials, use of advanced admixtures to reduce water consumption, and
improving durability through standards are
some examples.

The implementation was overseen by the
SPARK Project Management Team (PMT) in
collaboration with the Consulting Services
Department.
Podzolic green concrete incorporates material produced as a byproduct from local
manufacturing that was experimentally
evaluated at the Research Institute of King
Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals
based on international standards requirements, with support from a local concrete
manufacturer. Results indicated equivalent
mechanical properties and durability characteristics in this green concrete as com-

pared to conventional ordinary Portland
cement concrete (up to 15% replacement
to cement).
In a site tour visit to the SPARK project,
the Aramco senior vice president of Technical Services, Ahmad A. Al Sa’adi, highlighted the green concrete drive by noting
green concrete and similar practices will be

implemented at approved company concrete batch plants.

Using locally sourced and recycled materials in construction will help in reducing landfill disposals, and reducing CO 2
emissions arising from cement production,
which is globally considered the second
most energy-intensive industry.

Aramco’s vice president of Project Management, Abdulkarim A. Al-Ghamdi, added
that, “Deployment of green concrete is part
of Aramco Project Management’s drive to
create construction materials with reduced
impact on the environment.”

This technology is in line with SPARK
PMT’s prestigious award recognition of
LEED as a first industrial certification in the
world for commendable commitments toward a green industrial development excellence.

2020 breast cancer screening
hear what the experts at JHAH have to say
early diagnosis critical
Hello, I am Dr. Abdulrahman AlShehri,
medical oncologist consultant.
The recovery rate for breast cancer has
improved significantly over the past few
years. This is based on advances in breast
cancer treatment, but also and most importantly, because women are getting
screened for breast cancer more, and more
appropriately.
As physicians, we want to diagnose
women with breast cancer early on, as
chances of recovery are much higher if we
find the disease early.
Screening for breast cancer is simple and
widely available, and it includes a once-ayear mammogram. This safe, X-ray procedure that takes a few minutes, and generally does not cause discomfort.
We recommend an annual mammogram for all women over the age of 40.
For women with a family history of breast
cancer, their physician may advise starting
these screenings at an earlier age.
At Johns Hopkins Aramco Healthcare
(JHAH), we have experienced health care
providers and advanced technology to help
you protect your well-being. Take the first
step, and talk to your primary care physi-

The Arabian Sun is a
weekly publication issued
free of charge by the
Corporate Communication
Support Department for
Saudi Aramco employees.

cian to schedule your screening appointment, or learn more at www.JHAH.com.

what you need to know

Women 40 years old and above are
encouraged to do a yearly screening
mammogram.
This test is still the best test to
detect any early abnormal changes
within your breast.

Hello, I am Judith Guevarra, and I am the
breast care coordinator for JHAH.
As a nurse coordinator, I have two very
important roles:
First, I guide patients and their families
through their breast cancer journey, from
the time a woman is found to have a suspicious breast abnormality, to diagnosis,
through treatment, and to survivorship. I
offer education, counseling, and continuous support throughout their journey.
Second, I promote breast cancer awareness. I encourage women to take these
three important steps for their health:
1. All women need to know their body;
know your breasts. Each month, take some
time to physically examine your breasts.
This is to check your breasts for any changes. To learn how to conduct your breast
self-examination and what changes to look
for, visit JHAH.com> Care Services> Specialty Care> Oncology & Blood Disorders>
Breast Cancer for JHAH’s “Breast Cancer
Awareness Handbook.”

test is the best way of detecting the early
changes inside the breast that may lead to
breast cancer.

2. All women, from the age of 40 on,
should have a yearly mammogram. This

3. Don’t be afraid if you find any changes
in your breasts that concern you; please see

your physician immediately. We are here for
you.
Remember early detection saves lives.
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Launching the Green Communities
Initiative and 2020 Flower Season
S u r ro u n d e d b y t h e d e l i g h t f u l
sights and sounds of the Dhahran
Nursery, Aramco’s president and CEO
Amin Nasser launched two programs
on Friday, October 16: Community
Services’ Green Communities initiative and the 2020 Flower Season.
On Oct. 16, Faisal A. Al-Hajji, executive director of Community Services
(CS), welcomed Saudi Aramco president
and CEO Amin Nasser and senior vice
president of HR & Corporate Services,
Nabeel A. Al-Jama’ to one of the company’s first ever greenhouses, which has
now been repurposed into the company’s enviro-green exhibition, showcasing agricultural innovations.
The Green Communities program reflects Aramco’s ongoing commitment
to managing precious natural resources,
and promoting environmental awareness within and outside the company.
Overall, the Green Communities Program is the framework under which
multiple CS initiatives (in collaboration
with other organizations) have been
structured to provide clear alignment
between these initiatives and the company’s strategic objectives.
Under the same initiative sits the
company’s vertical farming concept
to advance sustainable agriculture,
along with reducing water consumption by some 70%, it can also produce organic crops year-round. These
were on display in the enviro-green
exhibition, and included exhibitions of
strawberry, okra, zucchinis, and other
crops grown through this innovative
system. A pilot project with two vertical farming types — hydroponic and
aquaponic — is currently being executed at the Dhahran Nursery across
10 greenhouses.
Under the Circular Economy
project, Nasser was shown the
work the company has undertaken to address the global emissions
challenge by implementing a range of
high-impact Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle
initiatives across the business, including
water conservation, office furniture reconditioning, the company’s community

recycling program, and clever landscaping to reduce water consumption.
Under the third initiative of Best Place
to Live and Work, Amira I. Abdulgader,
supervisor of the Print Shop, illustrated
Office Services’ co-work concept, emphasizing the new “well” concept by
showcasing a model of a workplace that
is environmentally friendly and green.
It introduces features of the new office
furniture to support the employees’
well-being; uses sustainable and recycled materials from the floor covering up
to the ceiling’s LED lights; and includes

advanced office technology to promote
a healthier, smarter workplace with happier, more productive employees.
After the tour and introduction to
the Green Communities initiative, AlHajji invited Nasser to inaugurate the
2020 Flower Season with a ceremonial planting of flowers into one of the
Nursery’s flower displays. The inauguration launches the planting of 4.5
million flowers across Aramco communities, which will be in full bloom
f ro m N o v e m b e r u n t i l M a rc h , w i t h
55 plant varieties and seven shades
of color. This year’s theme is “Deep
Sea” with colors inspired by nature’s
ocean bounty.
After inaugurating the
flower season, Nasser and
Al-Jama’ were taken through
the Nursery’s Knowledge Plaza, which
includes the innovative use of QR codes

Green Communities
program reflects
Aramco’s ongoing
commitment to
managing precious
natural resources, and
promoting
environmental
awareness within and
outside the company.
on trees and other plants, teaching everyone how to care for the individual
species of plants, including their watering and fertilizing needs.
The Knowledge Plaza will soon be
open to Aramco employees and their
dependents, helping spread the message of green living and how each and
every one of us can make our homes
and workspaces places where nature
can be nurtured, contributing to a
greener world.
A final stop on the Nursery tour was
the soon to be opened dining area,
embedded deep in the Nursery and
surrounded by flowers and greenery.
Opening in November, employees and
their families will be able to have breakfast during the weekends in this most
beautiful of settings, with a range of
new concessions invited to deliver a variety of dining options.
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Mechanical Services Shops and Abqaiq Plants
use reverse engineering for critical parts
by Raja Khan

Aramco has successfully revived an obsolete steam turbine by returning it to service in its normal operating condition. This
achievement, which was completed by the
Mechanical Services Shops Department
(MSSD) in partnership with Abqaiq Plants,
and supported by Consulting Services Department (CSD), is the first repair of its kind
across the Gulf.
It contributes to the corporate strategic
objectives of value creation and operational
efficiency.

finding a solution for
failing blades

Abqaiq Plants had experienced a significant number of blade failures for steam
turbines that had been in service for over
50 years. With an obsolete OEM and with
no other entities in the Kingdom that could
manufacture the critical rotor parts, Abqaiq
Plants approached MSSD to evaluate the
feasibility of reverse engineering and a material upgrade for critical turbomachinery
components.
“MSSD provided a solution that contributes to cost reduction while avoiding
possible production loss,” said Andres E.
Gonzalez, supervisor of the Abqaiq Plants
Reliability Unit. “These turbines are critical
to Abqaiq Plants because they power transfer pumps responsible for 600,000 barrels
per day of crude oil.”

iments with various materials, geometries,
and heat treatment conditions to ensure
quality and mechanical integrity of the
newly engineered parts.
“Through reverse engineering, we conducted material and geometric design upgrades in-house. We were able redesign
the turbine rotor and manufacture blades,
spacers, shrouds, and the shaft locally in
only seven days,” said Raja S. Khan, senior
rotating equipment engineer.
Stringent engineering and quality control measures ensured that the repair met
customer expectations. Seven axis scanning
machines were used to capture the geometry in-house. The innovative repair doubled
the strength of the critical components
such as blades, and was backed up by laboratory materials testing, as well as stress
analysis.
“This type of repair marks a new era,
where we now feel more confident in
testing our capabilities to return obsolete
equipment to service, thereby supporting
our customers in meeting their operational demands,” added Saad I. Al-Shamrani,
MSSD manager.
“At Abqaiq Plants, we have always encouraged our workforce to explore ideas
in collaboration with our partners, putting
in place a crystal-clear objective to develop innovative solutions that extend the life
of our assets alongside enhancing uptime

The G-21 steam turbine under a full speed test run at the MSSD Northern Shop Division.

and value,” said Sami S. Al-Huwais, Abqaiq
Plants manager.
“The MSSD Quality Assurance Team
worked hand-in-hand with the MSSD Engineering team to ensure the quality of our
repair, and testing the turbine at trip speed
in our ISO certified facility,” said Scott P.
Freeman, MSSD quality assurance inspector.

best-in-class solution at
lower cost and building
the local economy

Repair costs were less than 15% of the

“The reverse engineering center is an
initiative that we capitalize on to provide
best in class equipment repair services to
return failed equipment into service in the
shortest turnaround time,” said Mohammad A. Al-Suhaibani, Reverse Engineering Center leader at the MSSD Ju’aymah
shops.
“The center uses the latest technologies
in parts scanning, modeling, and manufacturing to address all challenges related to
providing spare parts for obsolete equipment, and long lead time spare parts.”

Through its reverse engineering capabilities, MSSD provided an innovative engineering solution for the steam turbine. This
included material and geometric design
upgrades and redesigning the turbine rotor
itself. The scope of work also included:
• manufacturing
• heat treatment
• nondestructive testing
• assembly of blading into the wheel
• final turbine assembly
• full speed run tests.
Fahad Alqarnii from MSSD’s Reverse
Engineering Team scans a turbine blade to
capture its geometry.

Talib Assadah and Jawad Aleid during the
repair of the turbine at MSSD Northern Shops
Division.

Dhahran — Mohammed J. Al-Dossary,
supervisor of the Loss Prevention Department’s Technical Services Unit, has been
selected from a highly competitive pool of
safety professionals from around the world
to receive the National Safety Council’s
(NSC) Rising Star Award. The award by the
U.S. organization is in recognition of work
done by safety leaders younger than 40
years old who show dedication to safety
leadership at work.

Al-Dossary has been with the Loss Prevention Department (LPD) for 14 years and
in that time has led a Process Safety Excellence Initiative, as well as an initiative for inhouse calibration of portable gas monitors,
which resulted insignificant cost savings.

he analyzes safety trends, determines the
underlying causes for major industrial incidents, and reviews company programs to
prevent reoccurrence of such incidents.

“I am honored to have won this prestigious
safety award and to work at a company
where I have gained a vast amount of safety
and leadership experience,” said Al-Dossary.

He was selected by Aali M. Al-Zahrani,
Safety and Industrial Security vice president,
to be the coordinator of the company’s response to major industrial incidents where

The project involved significant research
and design, more than 20 trials and exper-

cost of replacing the turbine — and was
entirely designed and conducted by young
Aramco engineers and technical staff. The
repair technique used is applicable to over
280 single-stage steam turbines companywide.

This initiative is in line with our mission
to provide reliable, safe, and cost-effective integrated mechanical services and
equipment repair while contributing to
the development of the local economy.
With this repair solution, Aramco has
proven to be the first in the Kingdom,
and in the whole of the GCC, to successfully redesign and manufacture critical
rotating machinery with high-tech repair
solutions.

LPD employee shines as a “Rising Star” of safety
He is currently leading a program for a
Saudi Aramco-hosted Process Safety Master
of Science degree in association with the
National University of Singapore.

Ghassan G. Abufaraj, LPD manager stated, “You are certainly a true and emerging
leader of safety. We are blessed of having
you part of the team.”
Al-Dossary is the first Saudi Arabian to
be selected as an NSC Rising Star of Safety
and he has paved the way for other young
Saudi safety professionals to excel in safety and be recognized at an international
level.
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Aramcon the first Saudi woman cycling champ
by Rawan Nasser

the big race

After years of hard work and dedication
to the sport, Ahlam Al-Zaid, an Aramco
business systems analyst, earned the gold
medal at the first Saudi women cycling
championship this past August.

Al-Zaid won the virtual race and began
preparing for the final tournament in Al
Mahalla, Abha. Her training would take
her to Al Baha, where she stayed for three
weeks to acclimate to elevation.

She made history by completing the 13km race in 22:18, soaring past nine other
cyclists who qualified for the world-class
tournament in breezy Abha. The race was
organized by the Saudi Cycling Federation.

“I was confident but worried at the same
time,” said Al-Zaid. “You never go into a
race 100% believing that you’ll win but I
did the hard work, and I had a huge support system around me so I couldn’t think
of not winning. I had to go and give it everything I had.”

Al-Anoud Al-Majed came in second
at 25:39, with Alaa Al-Zahrani in third at
26:57.

changing gears
For Al-Zaid, it began in summer 2018
when she bought her first road bike. She
had been feeling uninspired after being
forced by injury to quit her beloved crossfit
after three years.
And while cycling was exciting, it proved
to be a challenge. “When a friend introduced me to cycling, I thought to myself: ‘I
like spinning, and I liked riding bikes when I
was a kid,’” she said. “But I quickly realized
there’s a lot that goes into riding a bike.”
Soon, Al-Zaid began signing up for local
competitions, coming in first place in an
open race held at Princess Nora University
in Riyadh, then second among Saudi women in an open race held in al-Khobar. The
races were part of a series organized by the
Saudi Sports for All Federation and supported by the Saudi Cycling Federation.

pandemic woes and virtual races
Interest in cycling has been growing
steadily in the Kingdom, especially for

Ahlam Al-Zaid, an Aramco business systems analyst, earmed the gold medal at the first-ever Saudi
women cycling championship in the Kingdom this past August. Soaring past her competition, she
completed the 13-km race in 22:18 minutes and made history.

women. Official figures show that a little
more than 1% of the Saudi population cycle on a weekly basis, of which 32% are
women.
However, the COVID-19 pandemic has
led many organizations to postpone or cancel races and events this year.
“2020 has been tricky for everyone,”
said Al-Zaid, noting athletes cannot be at
their top fitness level all year round as they
generally have a building phase that allows
them to peak for scheduled races. “The
(national championship]) was technically
off season, because we don’t usually have
races in the summer.”
During lockdown, Al-Zaid practiced on
her indoor trainer. “It was a blessing and

a curse,” she said. “I spent hours training indoors, but it was also a curse, because I wasn’t able to enjoy being outside while riding; it’s the ultimate stress
reliever.”

To comply with COVID-19 precautions,
the race was modified to keep riders one
minute apart from each other — an individual time trial race that is often dubbed
“the race of truth” because it doesn’t allow
riders to employ tactics for gaining momentum or slowing down others.
“I was overwhelmed by the reaction I received,” she said after winning. “I didn’t
know anyone would appreciate what it
means that we had the first championship. I thought only the cycling community
would celebrate this event, but I got a huge
reaction.”

To qualify for the national championship, women riders participated in a virtual race on indoor trainers, which monitored their vital signs. The athletes were
also asked to set up a camera for the
judges to ensure the integrity of the race.

the mentality of a winner

“A lot of the pro races happened virtually this year,” said Al-Zaid. “You
have to worry about different things
like your connectivity and whether your
equipment is working. It’s similar to a
real race, but you’re doing it from your
home.”

“What your mind believes you can do is a
big part of cycling,” she said. “You can easily give up and say my legs hurt — of course
your legs will hurt! But if your mind is not
strong enough to push through that pain,
then you’re going to give up and retreat instead of pushing yourself to the end.”

Al-Zaid has recovery weeks where she
trains for five to six hours, and other weeks
she trains for up to 15 hours. But she believes building fitness is half the battle.

Dhahran Dining Hall gets facelift
As part of the Aramco’s ongoing efforts
to enhance customer experience and facility
upgrade, the Dhahran Dining Hall recently
received a “state-of-the-art” interior refurbishment to provide a new look and articulated ambiance together with new varieties
of services.
Preserving the original characteristics and
charm of the old historical Dhahran Dining
Hall that was built in 1940, and last upgraded in 1994, the hall has gone through extensive interior refurbishment in two phases
to minimize customer inconvenience and to
avoid operational interruptions.
Phase I of the project scope covered replacement of the floor and wall finishes,

a new seating arrangement with custom-made furniture as well as lighting
upgrade. In Phase II, the service lane was
adorned with new wooden paneled counters, new lighting, and floor finishes.
Thematic environments have been presented in the foyers and dining areas, and
new architectural character, configuration,
settings, signage, materials and finishes
help provide a holistic dining experience
for the customers. Also, the new layout
provides ample space to freely maneuver
during peak hours.

new menus, great service
A new menu that provides a variety

of choices — including daily and weekly cuisine themes — has been introduced
for customers from various backgrounds
to enjoy a welcoming and relaxing dining environment. Imported items such as
high-quality olive oil and balsamic vinegar,
and freshly baked bread are served to provide an extra aroma to the service. Also,
vegetables produced at the Dhahran Nursery through hydroponic/vertical farming
have been introduced and are served at the
Dining Hall.
Facility and service enhancements combined with the front-line staff trained
specifically to offer a more hospitable
and enjoyable experience makes the facility a preferred dining area for everyone.

The overall enhancement of the Dhahran
Dining Hall significantly improved the ambience that elevates the settings and appearances of the area into a modernized
dining facility that is another level of hospitality improvement to augment customer satisfaction in line with our mission.
“By utilizing our resources wisely, the
functionality and appearance of the dining facility were remodeled within the
footprint to meet the expectations of the
customers. Also, we think we’ve captured
the best practices for today’s ‘state-ofthe-art’ facilities, and trust facility users
will enjoy,” said Mishaal S. Al-Khaldi,
Central Community Services Department
manager.
The Dhahran Dining
Hall has a long history
of being a community
gathering place,
offering good food
and good memories.
Community Services
recently completed a
two-phase renovation
of the facility,
offering a refreshed
brand of service,
food, and space for
community members
and visitors.
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Marid fortress, is a 2,000-year-old structure
located 1,000 kilometers north of Riyadh in the
Al-Jauf Region. It is believed that the
Nabataeans partially built the fortress.

Dawmat
Al Jandal
a rich and
ancient Oasis
with a Mystery
by Musherf Alamri

Dawmat Al Jandal, Al Jauf Region —
Dawmat al Jandal, an oasis on the northern
edge of the Great Nafud Desert, has long
served as an important trading hub and
station for caravans, linking Arabia with the
ancient civilizations in Mesopotamia and
the Levant, going as far back perhaps as to
the 11th century B.C.E.
The Assyrian Empire whose records
from the 11 th century describe the oasis
noted the plentiful water resources and
fertile grounds. Another document, dated
845, has the first instance of the written
word “Arab.” The Assyria records describe “Adummatu,” mostly likely referring to Dawmat Al Jandal, as a fortified
capital city for the Arabs and their queen.
Although the Dawmat Al Jandal contains
a myriad of historical structures, researchers
have yet to find artifacts from this period
to corroborate the credible Assyrian sources. Nevertheless, archaeologists have unearthed pottery pieces from the Nabataean
and Roman periods.

‘rebellious fortress’
The most picturesque remnant of this
rich history is Marid (meaning rebellious
in Arabic), a 2,000-year-old fortress which
is 1,000 kilometers (km) north of Riyadh
in the Al-Jauf Region. It is beleived that
the fortress was partially built by Nabataeans.

Dawmat al Jandal, an oasis on the
northern edge of the Great Nafud
Desert, has long served as an
important trading hub and station
for caravans. Assyrian’s records
from the 11th century noted the
plentiful water resources and
fertile grounds of the oasis.

The 6,000-year-old Al Rajajil columns, consists of
a group of approximately 50 pillars that can
reach as high as three meters. Some
anthropologists propose that these structures
were used for religious purposes, and others
argue it was used to indicate seasonal change.

Qasr Zab’bal, which is similar to Marid and is
located on the top of an elevated rock. It is
located in the city of Sakaka, which is the Al
Jauf region capital.
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The minaret of Omar mosque has unique
architecture. Local tradition says the mosque
was built when the third caliph, Omar Bin
Al-Khattab, was on his way to Jerusalem in 637
CE, but some say that it was built later during
the Umayyad period.

Approximately 4 kilometer (km) east of the fortress and across the palm farms, individuals can visit Dawmat Al
Jandal Lake, which spans nearly 3 km and was created in the 1980s as a water reservoir for irrigation. The sight is
spectacular, and people can go on a boat ride or enjoy the view from the park on the western side of the lake.

Approaching the fortress’s entrance, a
visitor cannot help but be overwhelmed by
the unique composition, shape, and position of the structure, which is situated on
the top of an outcrop, with four towers.
Most of the walls were built from stones,
while the top levels were made from mud
bricks.
People can reach the top of the fortress
by one of its two small entrances, one on
the north side and the other on the south.
Along the way, visitors will be intrigued
by the intricate craftsmanship of the walls
and stairs. One side of the wall has partially
crumbled, which provides a side view of the
fortress, accentuating the great magnitude
of the structure.
At the top, visitors can explore the towers and rooms while enjoying the view of
the surrounding palm trees, hills, and the
neighboring historical village where some
mud houses have already been restored.
Geological excavations are ongoing as
researchers continue to unearth the historical treasures in the old city, such as
an ancient hydraulic system composed of
wells, channels, and tunnels for irrigation.
After exiting the fortress, people can
visit or pray at Omar mosque. Local tradition says the mosque was built when the
second caliph, Omar Bin Al-Khattab, was
on his way to Jerusalem in 637 CE and
stopped at the fortress. Some researchers
say that it was built later during the Umayyad period. The mosque and minaret feature unique architecture. The close proxim-

ity of the minaret to the fortress results in a
juxtaposition of the two eras.

Zab’bal, which is similar to Marid and is located on the top of an elevated rock.

Approximately 4 km east of the fortress
and across the palm farms, individuals can
visit Dawmat Al Jandal Lake, which spans
nearly 3 km and was created in the 1980s
as a water reservoir for irrigation. The sight
is spectacular, and people can go on a boat
ride or enjoy the view from the park on the
western side of the lake.

For people driving through, they will find
high-end retail stores specializing in olives
and its derivatives, from pickles to cosmetics. With more than 11 million trees, Al Jauf
region has 82% of the Kingdom’s olive
trees, according to the General Authority
for Statistics’ latest survey of agriculture
production. Interestingly, olives are the
most planted permanent fruit trees in the
Kingdom after palm trees. Scientists speculate that Mediterranean crops, including
olives and oranges, were cultivated in this
area since ancient times.

a mystery something
like Stonehenge
Perhaps the most historical and mysterious site is located 40 km southeast of the
fortress. The 6,000-year-old Al Rajajil columns (meaning men in Arabic), consists of
a group of approximately 50 pillars that can
reach as high as three meters. The columns
are in various status of preservation.
Examined from an aerial angle, the columns appear to be positioned on an approximately east to west axis. Some anthropologists propose that these structures were
used for religious purposes, and others argue it was used to indicate seasonal change.
What is clear from the differing conclusions
is that the columns are not unlike Stonehenge in England, and that the true purpose
of these columns remain evasive.
About 20 km north of the Al Rajajil columns is the city of Sakaka, which is the
capital of Al Jauf region and a city with
plenty of hotels, restaurants, and shops.
Meanwhile, northwest of the city is Qasr

alternative energy abounds
From an energy perspective, there are
few recent developments to note. One is
the development of the first large-scale solar farm in the Kingdom outside of Sakaka.
The facility produces 300 megawatts.
Also, crews are building the first commercial wind farm near Dawmat Al Jandal with
the intent to generate 400 megawatts. Officials have also recently announced a hydrocarbon discovery in the area.
Although the caravans have long ceased
passing through the area — no longer
making the oasis a critical logistic and trading hub — visitors to Dawmat Al Jandal
will likely find delight from admiring the
beauty of the lush farms and fortress while
pondering the origin of the mysterious columns.
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let’s catch a phish

Azzam S. Alharbi among first to identify phishing email
The urgent message of “Howme Allowance
with New Real Estate Tax” may have tricked
some employees to click on a link to view the information concerning the change in home allowance, but not Azzam S. Alharbi. The Aramcon,
working in the Offshore Drilling Dispatch Unit
of the Drilling & Workover Services Department,
was among the first in the company to identify
the recent email as a potential phish.
The email offered several enticing elements
looking to lure its recipients into responding inappropriately and clicking on a link. Tipoffs that the
email might be nefarious included:
• A suspicious domain (Personal Department
<csd_exchange@saudiaaramco.com>)
• An attractive subject line (Howme Allowance
with New Real Estate Tax)
• An external tag indicating it had been sent
from an outside source
• An embedded link (Click Hear)
• An urgency indicator giving a deadline of
three days to respond
• Several misspelled words throughout the message.

the top 3

positive performing
organizations

1.	Internal Auditing
2.	Planning, Budgeting
& Perf Management
Center
3.	Legal Specialties

thank you
CR Ind Sec
Ops Dept

The Information Security Department would like to extend its
gratitude and appreciation to the CR Industrial Security Operations Department for their noticeable efforts in scoring 0%
negative behavior; along with the highest positive behavior for
the October test. Such efforts reflect positively on Saudi Aramco’s
cybersecurity user behavior and elevates the resilience of Aramco’s
core business.

cybersecurity tip of the month

Behavior Change: “Think before You Click”
their understanding of the impact on
Saudi Aramco of failing to adhere to
cybersecurity measures, they were able
to apply a simple technique “Think before You Click,” resulting in true behavior change.

by Faisal AlZuwaidi

P e t ro l e u m E n g i n e e r i n g ( P E ) a c complished a remarkable achievement in changing their employees’
cybersecurity behavior through leadership, engagement, and successful partnership.

Currently, the percentage of phishing
failures and information data leakage in
PE is rated as one of the lowest in the
company, as well as being rated one
of the best in data classification within
the company. The percentage of users
clicking on suspicious links decreased,
achieving one of the lowest rates corporatewide — less than .5%. Additionally,
their exerted efforts resulted in enhanced
positive cybersecurity behavior, which
reached 80%.

PE is one of the key organizations
in the company that handles a large
amount of sensitive information related to reserves, future expansion
plans, and other critical oil and gas
information, which mandates extra
information protection measures and
controls.
Starting in 2019 — with high employee phishing email failures — PE
set a goal to change their employee’s behavior. This goal was achieved
through cybersecurity awareness programs and through collaborating with
the Information Security Department,
and the Cybersecurity Behavior Man-

top tips for
Aramco virtual
meetings

agement and Awareness Team, to
disseminate cybersecurity awareness
through different approaches, and to
appeal to different types of audiences
within PE. Teams were set up within
each department who translated the

technical information into messages
that all PE users could relate to.

All Aramco users are encouraged to
use our corporate web conferencing
solutions when conducting virtual meetings with external organizations. Corporate web conferencing solutions have
been enhanced and secured against cyberthreats emerging from external parties.

As precautionary measures, when using
external web conferencing services, users
are recommended to consider the following:

When possible, it is advisable for Aramco users to host meetings rather than
joining meetings as a guest.

PE professionals were at the center of this success. Their reception of
the awareness materials and through

• Use waiting room features in conferencing software
• Enable password protected meetings
• Prevent sharing virtual meeting links
via social media
• Lock a meeting once all the participants have joined the call.

PE will continue its efforts in further elevating the cybersecurity culture. This is
truly a successful model that can be followed by other organizations in Aramco
to improve its cybersecurity and protect
its assets.
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a rich and
ancient oasis
with a mystery
see page 9

use wellness to drive personal and company success
by Andrew Pascoe

How often do you enjoy a gentle walk,
work up a sweat in the gym, or order a
fresh salad for lunch? If you respond “not
often,” you might want to consider how
your lifestyle choices are affecting your
quality of life and even the company’s progress toward its objectives.
Robust levels of well-being allows us to be
our best at home and work, and the reverse
also holds true. Aramco continuously stives
to maximize profitability by improving returns from company assets, and we as employees are Aramco’s most valuable assets.
Achieving a better state of wellness contributes to the achievement of company

objectives by reducing our level of risk for
serious diseases, minimizing time lost to illness, and increased productivity as negative
impacts (such as lower back pain, fatigue,
or high stress) are reduced.
Cost reductions and heightened productivity of epic proportions could be realized if
each of us made health a priority, but that’s
easier said than done.
Swapping unhealthy behaviors for newer and healthier ones isn’t easy, but it is
achievable with the right approach. Making
simple, small changes to our daily routine
and gradually expanding them over time
can lead us to staggering success; none of
us should expect to go from couch potato
to Olympic athlete overnight.

Here are three quick tips to help us get
started:

walk more

Physical inactivity is a key risk factor for
diseases and health conditions such as cardiovascular disease, cancer, diabetes, and
obesity. It is recommended that adults do
at least 150 minutes of moderate intensity
physical activity or 75+ minutes of vigorous
intensity physical activity each week. The
key is finding an enjoyable activity, as who
would spend that much time doing something they dislike?
Walking has many benefits as an activity.
We can walk anywhere — at home, in the
office, or outdoors, and it can be fit into
the day like taking the stairs or parking further away. Walking doesn’t leave us tired
or sore like some activities, but it is a great
stress reliever and creativity booster. Also,
process can be monitored by steps, time,
etc.

eat more plants

When it comes to nutrition, eating more
plants is something every expert can agree
upon. Fruits and vegetables are widely
available and packed full of fiber, vitamins,
and minerals to help our body.
Eating sufficient fiber helps weight loss
by offering low calorie bulk to the diet
while helping us feel fuller for longer. Hitting daily fiber recommendations (25 to 30

blue skies and
green trees

grams per day) also reduces the risk of developing several chronic diseases.
For good health, and to protect us from
deficiency-related symptoms such as fatigue, brittle bones, and poor immunity,
vitamins and minerals are required in our
diet. These conditions affect our quality of
life and workplace performance. Fruits and
vegetables are natural multivitamins, and
we should be consuming 400 grams (five
portions) each day.

manage stressors

Stress is not always a bad thing, but
when it’s severe, frequent, or prolonged, it
can negatively impact our mental and physical well-being. Effectively managing stress
can improve our mood and energy levels,
reduce the drive to overeat, and reduce the
risk of developing obesity.
There are many stress management strategies available today, ranging from traditional activities such as meditation and
yoga to quick and simple activities such as
walking, journaling, and deep breathing.
The key is finding a method we connect
with.
Healthy lifestyle choices are in our circle
of control, and by adopting some simple
lifestyle changes we can enhance our energy, mood, resilience, and health, which is
beneficial to us, our families, and employer.

Vikrant Ambatkar, a vibration technician
in the Ju’aymah NGL Fractionation
Department, captured these images of
Chikhaldara hill station and forest while
visiting India. Ambatkar used his Nikon
D5600 to take the photographs.

